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Food

T

he Hong Kong cha chaan
teng, or “tea restaurant”,
has been an emblem of
the city’s unique dining
culture since the 1950s. Famed for
their low prices and East-meetsWest menus, these cheerful eateries
are typically among the busiest dining establishments in most neighborhoods. Perennial favorites on
the menu include Hong Kong-style
French toast (with condensed milk
and peanut butter), milk tea (prepared to extra-strong perfection
through a large, sock-like strainer),
and macaroni soup with ham.
The predecessor of the cha chaan
teng — the bing sutt (ice room),
serving drinks and snacks (including shaved-ice desserts) — arrived
in Hong Kong from Guangzhou
in the 1940s. To serve local tastes
— shaped in part by the British
custom of afternoon tea — Hong
Kong’s bing sutts began offering
native versions of Western snacks.
The difference between a bing sutt
and cha chaan teng is actually to
do with the food license: while bing
sutts only serve food items that
don’t require a stove, cha chaan
tengs have permission to cook on
the premises — a fact that explains
why the latter’s menus are so much
more varied.
In recent years, new, modern versions of the classic cha chaan teng
have sprung up in Hong Kong to
cater to sophisticated customers.
“More hip cha chaan tengs seem
to have popped up over the last
(few) years, although I love that the
old establishments still just keep
going, and stay so busy and popular,” says chef Jeremy Pang, founder
of School of Wok, a London-based
cookery school focused on Asian
cuisine, and the author of Hong
Kong Diner: Recipes for Baos, Hotpots, Street Snacks and More.
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While it’s more upscale
than your neighborhood
cha chaan teng, the price point
and menu options don’t stray too
far from the original blueprint.
“Hooman House serves hearty
and classic Hong Kong dishes and
drinks, infused with a modern
twist, acknowledging local Hong
Kong culinary roots while embracing new dining trends,” says founder Zac Chan. The menu includes
plenty of traditional favorites, from
stuffed French toast with kaya, to
sweet and sour pork with pineapple, to golden prawns with salted
egg yolk sauce.
The cha chaan teng gets a more
lavish update at the luxurious Rosewood hotel in Tsim Sha Tsui. “Holt’s
Café is a stylish destination that
elevates traditional Hong Kongstyle cafe culture to an upscale,
lively contemporary experience,”
says chef de cuisine Chung Kwokwai. Iconic dishes are next leveled

Present-day iterations of Hong Kong’s
beloved cha chaan teng are often
about memorializing elements of the
traditional model. Faye Bradley reports.
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Pastry
chef Domin
ique Ansel’s
cha chaan
teng-inspire
d product ra
nge includes
lemon juice
box among
other innova
delicacies.
tive

Down-home goes deluxe
A self-proclaimed “pet-friendly
Hong Kong-style cafe with a fusion
twist”, Hooman House in Tseung
Kwan O extends the fusion theme
to its minimalist Scandinavian
interior. The chic, airy space is
all white and warm wood tones.

Jeremy Pang, chef and founder of the London-based, Asianfocused School of Wok culinary school, checks noodles.

At Holt’s Café at the
luxurious Rosewood hotel,
Alan Leung, the resident tea
master, selects premium teas
and explains each varietal.

Marrying comfortable furnishings
with stylish interior design, the
semi-private dining room at Holt’s
Café can seat up to 25 guests.

Dominique Ansel’s homage to the
cha chaan teng features iced milk
tea served in cups made of biscuit
designed after the Yakult bottle.

Sports
By CHARLES SEYMOUR

“Going once… going twice… sold!”
And the signed foil of Hong Kong’s
homegrown Olympic gold medalist,
Edgar Cheung Ka-long, was sold to
the highest bidder. The fencing weapon (accompanied by a signed photo)
fetched HK$378,000 ($48,465) —
three times the pre-sale estimate of
HK$100,000-150,000. It was one of
32 lots offered at the Olympic Dreams
Charity Auction, held by Sotheby’s
Hong Kong on Dec 22.
Presented in collaboration with
HomeArt, the Hong Kong Olympic
Fans Club, and the Sports Federation
and Olympic Committee of Hong

with premium ingredients, while the establishment’s tea conservatory and
in-house tea master raise the
dining experience to new heights.
“We wanted to create a familiar
restaurant that was approachable
for our guests ... (one that) serves
enhanced comforting classics that
you can find in a classic Hong
Kong cafe,” Chung elaborates.
Case in point: for Holt’s Café’s
Premium char siu rice, the chef
uses Japanese grains — which are
plumper and have a stickier, firmer
texture — and nutty Iberico pork
from Spain. A superior, goldenyolked Japanese egg and artisanal,
one-year-aged soy sauce from
heritage brand Yuan’s provide the
final flourish to this four-hourroasted dish. Another cha chaan
teng staple, Hainan chicken rice,
uses tender, local yellow-feathered
chicken, and Thai rice cooked
with fresh lemongrass, shallots,

Iberico barbecue pork,
an organic Japanese egg,
Japanese rice and aged soy
sauce go into Holt’s Café’s
premium char siu rice.

Hooman House puts
a festive spin on its
regular French toast
offerings with this
French kaya toast
with ice cream and
gingerbread.

A coconut dacquoise and mousse with salted mascarpone cream
and a tart jam comprise Dominique Ansel’s pineapple bun.
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galangal, chicken oil and coconut
milk, while the traditional chicken
broth benefits from a sprinkling of
vibrant Chinese goji berries.
Over in SoHo, Happy Paradise’s
cha chaan teng-inspired interior
marries neon lighting with retro
furnishings. Opened in 2017 by celebrated local chef May Chow, the
restaurant delivers modern Cantonese cuisine rather than cafestyle fare. And in 2019, award-winning pastry chef Dominique Ansel
launched Dang Wen Li, a capsule
collection of high-end cha chaan
teng-inspired goodies. Signature
offerings include pineapple bun (in
fact, a coconut-pineapple-passionfruit cake) and Hong Kong milk
tea cookie shot, which sees a biscuit
cup in the shape of a Yakult bottle
filled with iced milk tea and topped
with a chocolate lid.

Diverse and hybrid
Of course, a large part of these
modern diners’ appeal rests in how
photogenic they are. Selina Chan
Ching, associate academic vicepresident (university research) at
Hong Kong Shue Yan University,
says eye-catching interior design
features are crucial in “attracting
the younger generation, especially
girls who love taking pictures on
their outings and (posting them)
on social media”. Her 2018 article,
Tea Cafes and the Hong Kong Identity: Food Culture and Hybridity,
looks at the evolution of the cha
chaan teng and how local foods
relate to identity. “The diverse,
ever-changing hybrid food served
at these local eateries symbolizes
the openness, inclusiveness and
fluidity of identity in this migrant
city,” notes Chan.
But not everyone is on board
with the idea of tampering with cha
chaan tengs’ traditional features.
Daniella Wu, a 20-something born
and raised in Hong Kong, prefers
the old-school joints. “I’m a sucker for nostalgia, and particularly
when dining with family, we love
to hit up a no-frills, old-but-gold,
traditional establishment for the
authentic vibes,” she says. Rachel
Edjan, another local in her 20s,
agrees: “There is something about
the rigidness and below-average
customer service that always
makes me feel at home.”
Chef Pang believes Hong Kongstyle cafes are ideally placed when
it comes to innovating: “Canteenstyle comfort food lends itself to an
open and creative way of cooking
… Cha chaan tengs were set up as
the Hong Kong take on Western
cuisine, which in itself is a fusion
of two cultures.
“I believe that cha chaan teng
culture sparks imagination and
inventiveness in food, bringing
together the best of Eastern and
Western flavors.”

Game for a good cause
Kong, China (SF&OC), the auction’s
proceeds will go to the SF&OC Sports
Legacy Scheme in support of retiring
or retired athletes as well as underprivileged student athletes.
“This foil means a great deal to
me,” says Cheung. “It has been with
me through many ups and downs.”
This was his practice foil, the champion adds, recalling the sweat and toil
of training. It was used so much that
the handle had to be replaced. Adds
Cheung: “There was perhaps more to
what I went through in training than
when I was in competitions.”
Other treasured Hong Kong Olympics memorabilia on sale included
cycling gloves signed by bronze med-

Peter McDonald’s Fencing fetched over HK$1 million, while Edgar
Cheung Ka-long’s practice foil sold for HK$378,000 at a recent
Sotheby’s auction. PHOTOS PROVIDED TO CHINA DAILY

alist Sarah Lee Wai-sze, and
a drawing of yoga poses by
fencer Vivian Kong Manwai. Donated artworks
included pieces by Peter
McDonald, Damien Hirst,
Zeng Fanzhi and Yoshitomo Nara, while precious
jewelry and vintage wines
were also on offer.
“It’s a first for any auction house in Asia to host
a multidisciplinary sale in
the context of the Olympics,” says Kevin Ching,
executive chairman of
Sotheby’s Asia. “The challenge in curating a sale
such as this is how to
tie all these seemingly
very different things
together and give it a
coherent theme.”
It is no mean feat to
source sports-themed
art, notes Ching. Local
home-goods store
HomeArt helped
by commissioning
Peter McDonald
to paint a series of
works highlighting Hong Kong’s

successes at the Tokyo Olympics in 2021: in particular, in
swimming, fencing, cycling,
table tennis and kata. The
brand was also instrumental
in securing certain works for
the auction direct from the
artists.
One lot Ching highlights is
a T-shirt signed by members
of the decorated Chinese diving team — including Quan
Hongchan, the 14-year-old gold
medalist at this year’s Olympics. “Hong Kong has done
well. The mainland has done
massively well,” says Ching.
“Kenneth Fok (Kai-kong),
vice-president of the SF&OC,
donated this T-shirt for the
sale,” he adds, hoping the
gesture will help relay the
message of stronger ties
between Hong Kong and
the Chinese mainland.
“Through this charity auction, I hope we
can raise awareness
Allen Jones’ The Blue Gymnast
sold for HK$882,000 at a
Sotheby’s Hong Kong charity
auction in aid of athletes last
week.

in Hong Kong — not only to
support our athletes in winning medals, but to look after
them when they retire,” says
Ching. “It’s also an opportunity to give the less fortunate a
chance to develop their sporting talents. I think this is consistent with what the Hong
Kong government now wants
to do because, for the longest
time, we felt that our athletes
were undersupported.” He
notes that it also demonstrates
social responsibility on the
part of Sotheby’s to host auctions that are not commercially
driven.
“Furthermore, as this is a
Hong Kong sale, it’s a good
opportunity to showcase local
artists such as Mak Ying-tung
and Cheung Tsz-hin,” he adds.
Hong Kong’s homegrown
fencing hero Cheung says he
hopes the impact of the sale
will extend beyond the auction
room. He encourages everyone
to pursue their dreams like he
did: “Do not be deterred by
failure or hard work. Strive to
become the next world champion!”

This T-Shirt, signed by 11
members of China’s Olympic
diving team, fetched HK$52,920.

Hong Kong
Olympic cyclist
Sarah Lee
Wai-sze poses
with her bronze
medal. Lee’s cycling gloves, signed
by the athlete, sold for HK$50,400.

